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Cushion Source Receives Best Of Houzz 2014 Award 
Annual Survey and Analysis of 16 Million Monthly Users Reveals Top-Rated Building, Remodeling and Design Professionals 

 

MONTGOMERY, AL – Cushion Source has been awarded “Best Of Houzz” by Houzz, the leading platform for home 

remodeling and design. The upscale home décor manufacturer was chosen by the more than 16 million monthly users 

that comprise the Houzz community. 

 

The Best Of Houzz award is given in two categories: Customer Satisfaction and Design. Customer Satisfaction honors are 

determined by a variety of factors, including the number and quality of client reviews a professional received in 2013. 

Design award winners’ work was the most popular among monthly Houzz users, known as “Houzzers,” who saved more 

than 230 million professional images of home interiors and exteriors to their personal ideabooks via the Houzz site, 

iPad/iPhone app and Android app. Winners received a “Best Of Houzz 2014” badge on their profiles, showing the Houzz 

community their commitment to excellence. These badges help homeowners identify popular and top-rated home 

professionals in every metro area on Houzz.   

 

“Houzz provides homeowners with the most comprehensive view of home building, remodeling and design 

professionals, empowering them to find and hire the right professional to execute their vision,” said Liza Hausman, vice 

president of community for Houzz. “We’re delighted to recognize Cushion Source among our ‘Best Of’ professionals for 

customer satisfaction as judged by our community of homeowners and design enthusiasts who are actively remodeling 

and decorating their homes.” 

 

“We are excited about this award and proud to add the ‘Best Of Houzz’ badge to our website,” said Scott McGlon, 

president and CEO of Online Commerce Group. “Houzz has become one of our main outlets for customer questions and 

feedback, and it is certainly an asset for potential customers that want to learn more about Cushion Source.”  

 

With Houzz, homeowners can identify not only the top-rated professionals like Cushion Source, but also those whose 

work matches their own aspirations for their home. Homeowners can also evaluate professionals by contacting them 

directly on the Houzz platform, asking questions about their work and reviewing their responses to questions from 

others in the Houzz community. 

 

Follow Cushion Source on Houzz! 

# 

Cushion Source, a wholly owned subsidiary of Online Commerce Group, LLC, sells and manufactures custom upscale 
home décor and outdoor living products. The company was ranked in the Inc. 500/5000 list of the fastest-growing, 
privately-held companies in the United States in 2008 through 2011 as published by Inc. magazines. Visit Cushion Source 
at www.CushionSource.com, and learn more about Online Commerce Group’s diverse family of online retail websites 
and web developing at www.OnlineCommerceGroup.com. 
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